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Seize the Day – three words that highlight what may be the most recognizable song from 

the musical “Newsies”.  With lyrics such as “nothing can break us”, and with the time we 

live in, the words from this masterpiece highlight the environment that was created with 

this year’s POBJFKHS Drama Cadet’s production of “Newsies”.  

Brilliantly directed by Mr. Richard Olivari, the students had worked incredibly hard for 

months to prepare this story for the stage. This musical tells the story of the Newsies strike 

from 1899 in New York City. Originating as a movie musical in 1992, it was adapted for 

the stage in 2012, where it premiered on Broadway. The students in the Drama Cadets 

were so excited to premiere this for the community of Plainview-Old Bethpage; however, 

due to COVID-19, this year’s musical had to sadly be cancelled.  They were finding ways 

to virtually rehearse by running lines, singing songs, and working on choreography over 

video chats. It is such a testament to the dedication of the cast and crew who continued, 

despite these circumstances, to find joy in creating and performing in this “new normal”.  

Mr. Olivari often described this piece as “inspiring” and “motivating” and gave him a feeling that out of the 38 

shows he has directed in Plainview-Old Bethpage, this was going to one of the most special. I think we can all 

agree, the magic of the POBJFKHS is always special!  

Hats off to the countless contributors to what would have been a 

spectacular performance, including  Mr. Richard Olivari – Director, 

Ms. Jennifer Triolo – Vocal Director, Ms. Patricia Yale – Musical 

Coordinator, Mr. Christopher Brick – Choreographer, Ms. Leigh 

Olivari - Assistant Director, Mr. Robert Lombardo – Rehearsal 

Pianist, Mrs. Sharon Olivari – 

Set Designer, Mrs. Merry 

Goldfarb – Costume Designer, 

Michelle Handschu – Assistant Choreographer, JFKHS Principal, Mr. Murray,  

and Director of Music and Performing Arts, Mr. Michael Rodgers, and several 

teachers and students in the pit as musicians.  

Thespians have always said, “the show must go on”’. But what do you do when 

that is taken away from you?  You find other ways for a show to live, whether 

it is in your heart or through memories. For the students of POBJFKS, this 

year the show will live on fondly without ever making it to the final 

performance.  The magic that was made during rehearsals will always live on. 

The cast became a “stage family” and grew to love the story, from the 

elementary school kids to the seniors. The 92 students came together to bring 

that story to life so that it will still become part of the catalog of wonderful productions done in POB.  

The show has taught all of us something - “Seize the 

Day”. Let us always remember to never take those 

special moments for granted.  Congratulations and 

thank you to the cast and crew.  We will find a way 

to enjoy these talented students soon. #Pobproud   


